zero. This result was generalized in work of O'Connell
[la ] an art and Rosenberg [21] , who showed that gl.dim(A,(D,)) = min{2n, n + kJ, where D, is the quotient division ring of the kth eyl algebra over a field of characteristic zero. For a commutative noetherian ring dimension, formulas for gl.dim(A,(R)) were obtained Rinehart and Rosenberg [21] and the first author 14, 51.
After the introduction of noncommutative Mrull dimension uaze and Gabriel [16] showed that for a field F of characteristic zero, MA 1(-v) = '1, and Rentschler and Gabriel [ 181 generalized this to show that .dim(A~(~)) = n. A folklore result of about the same d was that
.dim(A,(F)) = 2 n when F is a field of positive charact c; this was explicitly stated and proved in [7] . McConnell [13] proved that the rull dimension of A,@,) equals the global dimension, where D, (as above) is the quotient division ring of the kth Weyl algebra over a field of chara~te~ist~~ zero. For a commutative noetherian ring of finite formula for K.dim(A i (R )) was developed by the first author and jg], and later a formula for K.dim(A,(R)) was develope third authors 171.
It is the developments in [7] that lead to the investigations in the present paper, namely, the problem of computing the Krull and global dimensions of Weyl algebras over noncommutative noetherian rings, particularly division
The reason for this development is that a Weyi algebra A,(R) may ht of as being constructed from R by a sequence of 2n different operator ring extensions. Similar extensions are considered in ]7], and in the first section of the paper we use trivial generalizations Q to establish a criterion delineating when an iterated differ extension of a right noetherian ring achieves its maximum possible dimension
In Section II, these results are specialized to the case of a e yl aigebha A,(R), over a right noetherian ring R. Here, one part of the criterion requires the existence of a simple R-module M such that a finite direct su of 1w can be made into an A,(R)-module.
An alternative way o this is to say that there is a ring homomorphism of A,(L) into some ring of matrices over the division ring End,(M). The other part of the cr involves a notion of height for simple modules, which, unfortunately, difficult to calculate in general. However, the calculation can be certain cases. In the case of a fully bounded noetherian ring R, this height is nothing more than the usual height of the prime annihilator of the simple module. Specializing further to noetherian P.I. rings, the question of mappin A,(Z) into matrix rings over endomorphism rings of simpie modules is easily solved as well. This is done in Section III.
For division rings, the height problem disappears, and only the problem of mappings of A,(Z) needs to be considered. In positive characteristic such mappings always exist, so that K.dim(A,(D)) = 2n for any division ring D of positive characteristic. For a division ring D of characteristic zero, we establish in Section IV that if k is the largest nonnegative integer not greater than IZ such that some matrix ring over D contains a copy of Ak(Q), then K.dim(A,(D)) = TZ + k. As an application, if 1 is not a sum of additive commutators in D, we show that K.dim(A,(D)) = n for all n. In Section V we show that the methods of the previous section also work for global dimension, with the result that the global and Krull dimensions coincide for any Weyl algebra over any division ring. Finally, we apply our techniques to the problems of the Krull and global dimensions of Weyl algebras over an enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra g, in Section VI. Over a field of characteristic zero, the Krull dimension of A,(U(g)) is n greater than the Krull dimension of U(g), while the global dimension of A,(U(g)) is IZ greater than the dimension of g.
I. ITERATED DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR RING EXTENSIONS
Since a Weyl algebra A,(R) over a ring R may be constructed from R by a sequence of 2n differential operator ring extensions, it is convenient to derive as many results as possible in that context, to simplify induction proofs. In this section, we study the Krull dimension of iterated differential operator ring extensions using some of the tools developed in [7] , and we obtain a criterion for such an extension to have the maximum possible Krull dimension. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic facts about differential operator rings, as in the introductory sections of [4-81. DEFINITION.
Let R be a ring, and let u be a positive integer. A u-fold iterated differential operator ring extension of R is any ring of the form where 6, is a derivation on R, and ai, for i = 2,..., u, is a derivation on the ring
We abbreviate the expression for T to T= R [8, ,..., S,].
A number of results in [ 7] are proved for differential operator rings of the form where 6 r,..., 6, are commuting derivations on R. results the commutativity of the 6i is irrelevant, direct induction on u. These particular proofs car of iterated differential operator ring extensions, yielding the following results. Although one normally studies critical modules when investigating dimension, in the case of an iterated differential operator ring extension T= R [e! ?*.., Q,] some critical R-modules are to be avoided, namely those which do not remain critical when tensored with T (e.g., (6, Example 4.9]). Hn order to keep clear of this pathology, we restrict attention to the following kind of critical modules. Recall that a minor subfactor of a module M is any submodule of a proper Finally, assume that each Oi commutes with all elements of I?, and assume that there exists a nonzero right T-module B such that B, is poly-A. Then has finite length, and so B, does also. As we may replace B by a T-submodule of B, there is no loss of generality in assuming that simple. Let C denote the Jacobson radical of B,.
ce any Oi commutes with all elements of R, multiplication by 8, on endomorpbism of B, and hence CB, c C. Thus C whence C = 0, because B, is simple. As a result, therefore B, is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of co THEOREM 1.6. Let R be a right noetherian ring with finite right Krull dimension k, and let T = R [8, ) ..., 6,] be an iterated d~~ere~t~a~ operator ring extension of R e Then r.K.dim(T) = k + u if and only if there exists a simple right R-modtile A such that h,(A) = k and some nonzero right T-module is poly-A (as an R-module). Provided that each Oi commutes with all elements of R, this occurs $and only f there exists a simple right R-module A such that h,,(A) = k and some nonzero right T-module is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of copies of A (as ati R-module).
PP"OO$ Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 1.5.
In general, the use of poly-A modules in Theorem 1.6 cannot be dispensed with (in favor of finite direct sums of copies of A), as the following example shows. EXAMPLE 1.7. There exists a commutative artinian local ring R with a derivation 6 such that the ring T = R [e; 61 has Krull dimension 1, yet no nonzero right T-module is semisimple as an R-module.
Proof. Choose a field F of characteristic 2, and an indeterminate x, and set
Let y denote the image of x in R. Because of characteristic 2, the ideal 
II. WEYL ALGEBRAS OVER NOETHERIAN RINGS
In this section, we apply the results of the previous section to Weyl algebras over right noetherian rings of finite right Krull dimension, obtaining a criterion for such rings to have the maximum possible Krull dimension. In later sections, we shall sharpen these results for the special cases of P.I. rings and division rings.
Given a ring R and a positive integer II, we represent the nth Weyl algebra 4@) as where at each stage xk is an indeterminate that is central with respect to the ring Akel(R).
Since xk may be regarded as the differential operator corresponding to the zero derivation on Ak-l(R), we may in this way view A,(R) as a 2n-fold iterated differential operator ring extension of R. Let R be a right noetherian ring, let M be a simple right R-module, and let n be a positive integer. We define the A.-height of M to be the supremum of those nonnegative integers k for which there is a sequence M = M,, M, ,..., Mk of A.-clean right R-modules such that each M, is isomorphic to a minor subfactor of Mi+ 1. In other words, the An-height of M is just the value h,,(M) (relative to A,(R)) as defined in Section I. Continuing in this manner, we obtain A,,-clean noetherian right R-modules M/o&-l,..., M, such that each Mj is j-critical, and each Mj is a minor subfactor of Mj+ 1. Then M, is a simple right R-module with A,,-height at least k. Since r.K.dim(R) = k, the An-height of M, must be precisely k. 1 A priori, one might expect results such as those above to depend only on what might be called the critical height of a simple module M, that is, the supremum of the lengths of sequences M = M,, M, ,,.., M, of critical modules such that each Mt is isomorphic to a minor subfactor of Mi+l. Unfortunately, the critical height of a simple module can easily be greater than its A.-height, and the results above do not hold in general when A.-height is replaced by critical height. The following lemma will assist in constructing an example of this phenomenon. LEMMA 2.9. Let R be an integral domain, let a and b be nonzero elements of R, and let E: 0 +. R/bR % RlabR -% RIaR + 0 be the natural short exact sequence of right R-modules. Then E splits if and only if there exist elements u, v E R such that ua + bv = 1.
Proof. If E splits, there is a homomorphismf: R/aR -+ RlabR such that of is the identity map on R/aR. The map f must be induced by left multiplication by some element x E R, so that xa E ab Thus xa = abv and x = 1 -au, for some U, v E R. Since abv=xa=a-aua and a # 0, we obtain bv = 1 -ua.
Conversely, assume that ua + bv = I for some u, v E . Set x = I -or.6 and note that xa = a -aua = ah.
Hence, left multiplication by x induces a homomorphism fi R/aR + R/ah Since x -1 E aR, we conclude that r@ is the identity map on R/aR, and so splits. EXAMPLE 2.10. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, let D, be the quotient division ring of A,(K), and set R = A,(1),). Then R is a noetherian integral domain of Gull dimension 2. There exists a l-critical cyclic right R-module W which is not AI-clean. Also, there exists a simple right R-module M such that A,(K) embeds in End,(M), and M has critical height 2 in the sense that M is a minor subfactor of the critical module W and W is a minor subfactor of the critical module R, , yet the Al-height of is 1, and r.K.dim(A,(R)) # 4.
BooJ: We use the following notation to keep the various A,'s separ A,(K) =K[x,, Q,] (viewed as a subring of DJ, and R =D,[x2, 6,). Corollary 2.6, R has Krull dimension 2, and Al(R) (which is isomorphic to A&l,)) has Krull dimension 3. Set M = R/B, R. We claim that M is a simple right -module such that A,(K) embeds in End, (M) and M@, A,(R) ha.s K 11 dimension 2. Hf S=D,[x,j, then M,rS,, and multiplication by 8, on M corresponds to applying the derivation --a/ax, in S. Hence, the lattice of R-submodules of M is isomorphic to the lattice of (a/3Xx,)-invariant right ideals of S. Since is a division ring of characteristic zero, 0 and S are the only right idea that are invariant under 8/8x,. Therefore MR is indeed simple. In elements of A,(K) commute with 8, and so induce e~domorphisms Thus we obtain a natural K-algebra map of A,(K) into End,(M), and this map is an embedding because A,(K) is a simple ring. It now follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 1.5 that M OR A,(R) has Krull dimension 2.
Next, set N= R/(x, +x2) R. We claim that N is a l-critical right module such that NOR A,(R 
III. WEYL ALGEBRAS OVER FULLY BOUNDED RINGS AND P.I. RINGS
In the case of a fully bounded noetherian ring R, the idea of A.-height of a simple R-module can be simplified, since the A.-height can be shown to coincide with the ordinary height of the prime annihilator of the module. If, furthermore, R is a PI. ring, then the question of mapping A,@!) into matrix rings over the endomorphism rings of simple R-modules simplifies as well; namely, such maps occur only in positive characteristic. is finitely generated as a right R-module.
ProoJ
First assume that u = 1, and write u,=a,+a,B,+...+a,-,e;-'+e:
for some ai E R. By the obvious division algorithm argument, T=v,T+R+Rl?,+.+.+Rt?-', and hence T/v, T is a finitely generated right R-module. Now let u > 1, and assume that the lemma holds for (u -I)-fold iterated differential operator ring extensions. Set S = R [8, ) ..,, QU,-1], and set I=v,S+ *.* i-v,-,s and J=v,a+~~*+v,T.
Proceeding as in the previous paragraph, we obtain T=v,T+S+SB,+...-tSB::-"
for some nonnegative integer n. By the induction hypothesis, S/I is a finitely generated right R-module, and so S=I+s,R + .-. +s,R for some elements s1 ,..., s, E S. Then because ITS J. Since Cr:i Cj"= 1 sjRBL is a finitely generated right R-submodule of T, we conclude that T/J must be findtely generated as a right R-module. In order to utilize the previous result in an inductive procedure, we need to be able to compare the problem of embedding Weyl algebras into matrix rings over a division ring D with that of embedding Weyl algebras into matrix rings over D(y) . This is accomplished in the following lemma. 
VI. WEYL ALGEBRAS OVER ENVELOPING ALGEBRAS
In this section, we use some of the techniques developed in the previous sections to investigate the Krull and global dimensions of Weyl algebras over an enveloping algebra U(g), where g is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field. As the algebra U(g) is anti-isomorphic to itself, the Krull and global dimensions of any Weyl algebra over U(g) are left-right symmetric, and hence we do not distinguish between left and right dimensions. The results of our computations can be obtained from recent work of McConnell [ 151, using different methods. Also, the following theorem can be obtained from a result of Tauvel [24, Corollaire 3.4 (i), p. 1801. 
ProoJ
Set k = dim,(g) and T= A.(U(g)). Since the global dimension of U(g) is k, by [2, Theorem 5.2, p, 2771, the global dimension of T is at least k + M. Now identify T with U(g) 0, A,(K), and filter T by means of the tensor product of the standard filtration of U(g) with the trivial filtration of A,(K). Using this filtration, the associated graded ring gr(T) is a polynomial ring over A,(K) in k indeterminates, whence gr(T) has global dimension n + k. From /23, Theorem 11, we conclude that gl.dim(T) < gr.gl.dim(gr(T)) < gl.dim(gr(T)) = n + k.
[See [23, p. 4231 for the definition of gr.gl.dim(gr(T)))).] Therefore gl.dimfT) = k + IZ. I for all positive integers n.
